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Problem Solving
Emerging

Developing

Secure

Mastery

I don’t yet have enough evidence

I can make suggestions about how something might be improved

I can find solutions by being open-minded and prepared to try new ideas

I can develop a strategy to offer a solution

I’ll think of ways something could work better and give my ideas. I will look for different ways of doing things

I think about the nature of the problem and look at the consequences of my solutions. I’ll work out which 
options might work better than others

I’ll try to set out a series of actions which lead to the solution; I’ll think about the consequences of each step 
and ensure it offers the best way forward
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Emerging

Developing

Secure

Mastery

Emerging

Developing

Secure

Mastery

I don’t yet have enough evidence

I can ask questions to find out what I need to know

I can follow a line of enquiry

I can improve my learning by my own investigation

I don’t yet have enough evidence

I can offer ideas and show links with other ideas which have been given

I create ideas which meet the requirements of the task

I create ideas and adapt and refine them so they meet the precise need of 
the task

I don’t yet have enough evidence

I understand challenge improves what I can do

I can experiment and take risks

I can explore so that I can achieve

Curiosity

Imagination

Challenge Seek

I’m ready to ask questions because I know this will help me improve my understanding

I will ask one question and use the answer to lead me on to the next question and so on. I’ll be ready to find 
out some of the answers by myself

I will research what I need to know, using whatever research method is most useful. I set out the things I 
need to find out and investigate them thoroughly

I look for ways to join up other people’s ideas. My ideas are provoked by others’ ideas

Ideas are relevant to the task, they ‘snowball’ and grow until they provide answers/solutions and inform the 
task

I try to make my ideas grow, they get tweaked, reviewed. Ideas focus on the need of the task/brief.

I take on a difficult task and get feedback on it, which I listen to so I will get better at what I’ve attempted

I will do things without knowing what the definite outcome will be. 

I will attempt new things being satisfied with the knowledge that I didn’t know what would happen and I’ll see 
this exploration as being worthwhile, even exciting!
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